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A Leading Data Integration and Data 

Integrity Solutions Provider saw a 58% 

Increase in Sales Conversions with New 

Contact Discovery and Data Enrichment

Our client is a market leader in cloud data integration and data 
integrity. They help organizations discover and integrate all their data 
with proper categorization and documentation.

They bring together in a single platform, all the necessary capabilities 
that ensure enterprise data is complete, clean, compliant, and readily 
available to everyone who needs it throughout the organization. They 
also help companies share services and trusted data across internal 
departments and external groups with user-friendly APIs.
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The Situation

Lack of Global Data 

Their marketers relied on a leading North American data provider for contact discovery. However, the data 

provider did not have the expertise or data capabilities to provide precise data required to target EMEA 

market. All the new data that was offered was either irrelevant or insufficient to find any success among 

prospects in EMEA. They were looking for a specialized data vendor who can help them with global 

intelligence and comprehensive profiles of important decision-makers and organizations in EMEA.

They relied on a leading North 
American data provider for 
contact discovery. However, the 
data provider did not have the 
expertise or data capabilities to 
provide precise data required to 
target EMEA market.

Leads with incomplete fields and 
junk records were piling up in 
their database and CRM. 

Unreliable and Incomplete Lead Data

Most of their incoming leads were captured through website forms and manual entries. It often had 

inaccurate, irrelevant, or limited data. It isn’t easy for marketers or SDRs to work with, say just a first name 

or an email address. Leads with incomplete fields and junk records were piling up in the customer's 

database and CRM. 

Niche Target Market

Their target base had people working at various levels like officer, director, consultant, manager within 

functions like data protection, data strategy, solution architecture, CRM database services, and so on. They 

needed a tool which could help them perform granular company and contact research, and create buyer 

and account profiles to align sales and marketing efforts.



The Solution
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Global Data and Business Intelligence

We provided the customer with accurate contact and company profiles by harnessing our extensive background in cleansing, 

verifying and maintaining data powered by Natural Language Processing and Machine Learning Heuristics. SMARTe has a vast 

experience of dealing with global data across APAC, EMEA, North America and LATAM. Our analysts and proprietary tools 

have what it takes to handle multi-lingual titles, aliases, variation and other aspects.

Advanced Search and List-Building Capabilities

SMARTe Discover's hyper-persona segmentation offered the ability to search with specific keywords across a person’s profile 

covering levels, functions, titles, roles, job responsibilities, past experience, skills, locations and more.

Seamless Data Delivery to CRM

With seamless data delivery to their CRM, they were able to identify new contacts from their target accounts and update their 

CRM in real-time with fresh contact data. They were also able to fetch mobile numbers of prospects in real-time from within 

the CRM interface.

Real-time Data Enrichment

We enriched 1.5 million records with over 55 fields of useful information in real-time. With access to rich and updated 

information like company size, funding, and job titles, our client could qualify leads on-the-go, and hand over the best leads to 

the sales team. This effectively improved their sales conversion rates by over 58%.

SMARTe's products Discover and Enrich helped us personalize our marketing communication to a great extent. We were able to
boost our sales conversions by over 58% with accurate and enriched contact data.
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The Result

58%
increase in sales conversions

1.5M
CRM records cleansed
and enriched

www.smarteinc.com

Global Data 
to cater to EMEA market


